DHL to manage easyJet ground handling operations at Manchester
and Bristol airports in addition to London Gatwick


One year on from taking over ground handling operations at London Gatwick,
easyJet extends partnership with DHL to include two more UK airports



DHL to be responsible for a further 1,200 flights a week

London, 31 October 2018: One year on from taking over ground handling operations at
London Gatwick Airport, DHL Supply Chain has been appointed by easyJet to take over the
airline’s ground handling operations at Bristol and Manchester airports.
From February 2019, DHL will take over responsibility for delivering core customer service and
logistics operations including passenger arrival and bag-drop, baggage sortation, boarding gate
marshalling, aircraft loading and unloading, as well as management of other service providers
across the two airports.
DHL will be responsible for managing the ground handling for approximately 700 flights per
week from Bristol and 500 from Manchester.
easyJet is the largest airline operating out of Bristol Airport and offers more seats to popular
destinations such as Spain, Portugal and Greece than any other airline, as well as connections
across the UK.
Currently the second largest airline at Manchester Airport, carrying 19.5m passengers since
operations began, easyJet is focused on growing its presence, with five new destinations added
this summer and new investments for customers, such as auto bag drop, the first unmanned
system in the airport.
Alberto Santamarta, Head of Ground Ops UK and Europe at easyJet says: “We’re delighted
with how the DHL partnership has developed at London Gatwick. The team has implemented
valuable changes that have enhanced the experience for our customers and improved our
punctuality. We’re the largest airline operating out of Bristol carrying 5 million passengers a
year, and Manchester is a key growth market for us. These are critical airports for our business
and brand so we’re looking to DHL to ensure they operate exceptionally.”
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Martin Willmor, Managing Director, UK&I, DHL Supply Chain, added: “We’re very proud of the
changes we’ve brought in at London Gatwick and the results that have been delivered. Bristol
and Manchester airports are strategically key for easyJet so we recognise the importance of
working in partnership to optimise performance. We’re looking forward to onboarding our new
colleagues and implementing changes to enhance operations and the travel experience for
easyJet customers.”
DHL took over ground handling operations for easyJet at London Gatwick in November 2017. In
this time the company has invested in new 480 pieces of new equipment to improve on-time
performance and reduce carbon emissions, and implemented a colleague engagement and
training programme which has significantly reduced staff attrition.
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DHL – The logistics company for the world
DHL is the leading global brand in the logistics industry. Our DHL family of divisions offer an
unrivalled portfolio of logistics services ranging from national and international parcel delivery, ecommerce shipping and fulfillment solutions, international express, road, air and ocean transport
to industrial supply chain management. With about 360,000 employees in more than 220
countries and territories worldwide, DHL connects people and businesses securely and reliably,
enabling global trade flows. With specialized solutions for growth markets and industries
including technology, life sciences and healthcare, energy, automotive and retail, a proven
commitment to corporate responsibility and an unrivalled presence in developing markets, DHL
is decisively positioned as “The logistics company for the world”.
DHL is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group generated revenues of more than 60
billion euros in 2017.
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